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1. Purpose statement

SOS is an interactive game where students see, hear and/or read Chinese, the aim of SOS is for students to:
� explore the use of the Chinese language within the context of a Chinese space station
� practise their language skills in a fun and motivational way through interactive activities
� manipulate information and language to solve problems by engaging in higher order thinking.

2. Overview

Students will assume the role of Xiao Jingling, a crew member on the Kookaburra No.1 spacecraft, which has been damaged in an
asteroid shower.  Xiao Jingling and all the crew have been stranded with life support and other critical functions damaged. There is
only enough power in the transporter to beam one person out to the closest space station to secure help and supplies. Xiao Jiaoling
has a bag of spacoes (money) and a backpack with an energy barometer. It refills each time Xiao Jingling makes a successful
interaction. It goes down when he/she makes mistakes. If Xiao Jingling fails in his/her mission, the spacecraft expires like a ballon
losing air and buzzing down through space.

To meet this challenge, Xiao Jingling must call on his/her language resources to interact with various personalities in each room of
the space station. Xiao Jingling does this by selecting Hanzi from a pool of Hanzi in the different rooms, which can be arranged  in
the language constructor (a bar with three or four squares) to build sentences. To make Xiao Jingling ‘say’ a sentence, students
click on a ‘speak’ icon. If the sentence is correct, the audio plays and a response from a character in the room or an action ensues.
If the sentence is incorrect, nothing will happen and the students will need to reconstruct the sentence. After passing through
Information, Decontamination and Immigration, Xiao Jingling may visit the rooms in any order although he/she must collect and pay
for everything before being be able to depart. Xiao Jingling will have a personal robotic assistant, Prak, who will prompt students by
flashing a message in English on the screen, if students have not reacted within a certain time frame.  Students can also click on
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Prak at any time for help. The rules for navigation are contained within the game.



3. Language level (Prior knowledge)

Exchanges between Xiao Jingling and other characters are short and use familiar vocabulary and structures. They are written in
Hanzi with some audio but no Pinyin support.

Students should be familiar with some vocabulary for:
� daily ablutions
� numbers
� parts of the body
� nationality
� time words
� food and some measure words for food
� furniture
� directions

and with the language for:
� simple greetings
� formulaic expressions for expressing and responding to thanks
� asking and giving name, age, nationality and date of birth

� expressing wants using 

� describing injuries using 
� asking and saying what they want to buy
� giving directions

� describing past events using 
� asking about and expressing likes and wants

� asking and responding to questions using the question particle 

� asking and responding to questions using the question words and .
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4. Learning outcomes

Students will enhance their understanding of the Chinese language and come to appreciate language used in various situations.
Students will collect useful language and structures to assemble their own sentences in order to complete necessary tasks. To
succeed in their mission to save the space station, students will need to learn and use new language in context.

Specifically, students will learn to:
� recognise words, phrases and simple sentences in Chinese
� identify familiar patterns and features of Chinese
� recognise and follow Chinese script while listening to it
� identify features of written Chinese
� respond to spoken and written texts using written language.

Students will consolidate their knowledge of:
� currency and exchange rates
� nationalities
� the use of ICTs for communicative purposes.
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5. Suggested classroom activities:

� Work in pairs. Imagine you are filling in a visa application form. Take turns asking and answering questions about names, 
age, nationality and any other relevant information.

� Draw pictures of different body parts, make copies and cut them into cards to create individual cards. Shuffle the cards and
have them face down. Students work in pairs, take turns to select a card and in Chinese ask the question ‘What’s wrong?’ or
give an answer ‘I hurt my [body part]’.

� Role play a scenario in a doctor’s surgery asking and giving information about where it hurts. To practice the vocabulary, a
handy resource is the Tai Hao Le! CD-ROM available from Curriculum Corporation, www.curriculum.edu.au; Module 1, My
body.

� Find pictures of food from magazines and cut them out. Make multiple copies of the food items, then set up an imaginary 
shop. Role play shop assistant and a customer buying different quantities of different items and calculating cost.

� Go to a currency conversion web site to find out the current exchange rate between the ‘renminbi’ and the Australian dollar.
Use Chinese advertising brochures or menus from restaurants to work out how much the items would cost in Australian 
dollars. Work in pairs and practise asking and giving prices for these items.

� Students draw a map of their school or their local areas and ask each other for directions to various destinations.

� Students work out an activity schedule in Chinese. Working in pairs, students instruct their partner to act out the 
activities.

� Imagine you are Xiao Jingling. Write an email home describing some of the rooms you went to, and the tasks you carried 
out.

� Write the script of a conversation Xiao Jingling might have with his/her Chinese-speaking colleague after he/she returns from
the Chinese space ship.
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6. Language structures

    1.  Arrivals hall
         Xiao Jingling hears an overhead announcement. He/she greets the information officer and in turn greets and welcomes Xiao
         Jingling.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

JÔng„i de lÛkÎmen, qÓng nÓmen 
xi„nz„i qi·nw·ng xÛnwÎnchÛ.

NÓ h‚o!

Hu‡nyÏng, hu‡nyÏng!

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

Dear travellers, would you please 
proceed to the Information Centre now.

Hello!

Welcome!

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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 2.  Information

      Xiao Jingling is greeted by the space station’s information officer and given his/her Personal Robotic Assistant.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

! NÓ h‚o!

GÍi nÓ. 

 XiÎxie.

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

Hello!

This is for you.

Thank you.

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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3.  Decontamination unit

    Xiao Jingling must go to the cubicle with the correct icon for each ablution as directed by the robot. Xiao Jingling must then voice
   activate the ablution by selecting and ‘speaking’ the correct language.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

Hu‡nyÌng, hu‡nyÌng!
    

QÛ xÓz‡o ba!
QÛ xÓtÂu ba!
  

QÛ shu‡yu· ba! 
  

QÛ cÎsuÊ ba!
  

 

WÊ y„o xÓz‡o.
  

WÊ y„o xÓtÂu.

WÊ y„o shu‡y·. 
WÊ y„o  sh„ng cÎsuÊ.

HÍn h‚o!
         

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

Welcome!

Go and have a shower.

Go and wash your hair.

Go and clean your teeth.

Go to the toilet.

I want to have a shower.

I want to wash my hair.

I want to clean my teeth.

I want to go to the toilet.

Very good!

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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4.  Immigration

     Xiao Jingling listens to the questions and fills in the immigration form by selecting and ‘speaking’ the correct language.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

NÓ h‚o!
  

NÓ ji„o shÈnme mÌngzi? 

NÓ du‰d„?
NÓ shÔ n‚guÂrÈn?
NÓ shÔ shÈnme shÌhÁu chshËng de?

Xi‚o JÏnglÌng

ShÌ'Îr suÔ

¿od„lÔy„rÈn

YÏjiÚjiÚsÔ ni·n jiÚ yuÎ shÌb‡ rÔ 

XiÎxie!

Z„iji„n!  

K‡imÈn!                          

Hello!

What 's your name?

How old are you?

What nationality are you?

When were you born?

Xiao Jingling

Twelve years old

Australian

18 September 1994

Thank you!

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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5.  Clinic

     A wall chart displays relevant body parts labelled in Chinese with roll over audio for support. In turn, individual pictures will
    display on a screen showing injured members of Xiao Jingling’s spacecraft. A nurse will ask Xiao Jingling what is ailing each
    crew member. Xiao Jingling will respond by selecting and ‘speaking’ the correct language to match each picture. At the end the
    nurse responds that she understands and gives Xiao Jingling some medication.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

T‡ zÍnme le?

T‡ de tÂu shÁush‡ng le.

T‡ de tuÓ shÁush‡ng le.

T‡ de gÎbo shÁush‡ng le.

T‡ de y‚njing shÁush‡ng le.

WÊ zhÏdao le. 

GÍi nÓ y„o. 

XiÎxie!

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

What's wrong with him/her?

His head is injured.

Her leg is injured.

His arm is injured.

Her eye is injured.

I understand.

Here's some medicine.

Thank you!

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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6.  Internet café

     Xiao Jingling must send a message back to earth by selecting and ‘speaking’ the correct language to complete the email/ecard.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

ZuÂti‡n wÊmen de t„ik‰ngchu·n hu„i le.

JÏnti‡n wÊmen l·id„ole 
Ch·ngchÈngT„ik‰ngzh„n.

MÌngti‡n wÊ huÌ t„ik‰ngchu·n.

HÁuti‡n wÊmen huÌ ¿od„lÔy„.

Xi‚o JÏnglÌng

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

Our spacecraft broke down yesterday.

I arrived at the Great Wall Space Station 
today.
I will go back to the spacecraft 
tomorrow.
We will return to Australia the day after 
tomorrow.
Xiao Jingling

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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7.  Convenience Store

   Xiao Jingling needs to purchase some food supplies. The attendant will ask Xiao Jingling what he/she wants to buy, and he/she
   will respond by selecting and ‘speaking’ the correct language to match the electronic shopping list.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

NÓ y„o m‚i shÈnme?
WÊ y„o m‚i li‚ng b‚i pÌng 
ku„ngqu·nshuÓ.

H·i y„o biÈ de ma?

WÊ y„o wÚshÌ ku„i qi‚okÎlÔ.

WÊ y„o ÎrshÌwÚ g‰ngjÏn mÓ.

WÊ y„o b‡ d· jÏd„n.

WÊ y„o yÏ b‚i gÎ pÌngguÊ.

BÒ y„o le, xiÎxie.

Hu‡nyÌng nÓ z„i l·i. 

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

What do you  want to buy?

I want two hundred bottles of mineral 
water.

Do you want anything else?

I want fifty pieces of chocolate.

I want twenty-five kilograms of rice.

I want eight dozens of eggs.

I want one hundred apples.

No, thank you.

Please come again.

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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 8.  Hardware Store

      Xiao Jingling needs to purchase some replacement parts for the spacecraft. He/she needs to find out where these are located
      in order to purchase them.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

MÈn z„i n‚li?
Chu‡nghu z„i n‚li?
CÎsuÊ z„i n‚li?
Di„nshÔjÏ z„i n‚li?
Di„nn‚o z„i n‚li?

W·ng yÁu gu‚i.

W·ng zuÊ gu‚i.
      

W·ng qi·n zÊu.
      

W·ng qi·n zÊu, w·ng yÁu gu‚i.
      

W·ng qi·n zÊu, w·ng zuÊ gu‚i.

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn!

Where is the door?

Where is the window?

Where is the toilet?

Where is the TV?

Where is the computer.     

Turn right.

Turn left.      

Go straight ahead.

Go straight ahead, turn right.
  

Go straight ahead, turn left.

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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 9. Checkout

     Xiao Jingling must pay for all the goods he/she has purchased.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

NÓ h‚o!

Du‰shao qi·n?

Li‚ng w„n wÚ qi‡n rÈnmÌnbÔ.

GÍi nÓ wÚ ku„i t„ik‰ngbÔ.

XiÎxie, z„iji„n.

Z„iji„n!

K‡imÈn.

Hello!

How much is it?

25,000 RMB.

Here's five spacoes (space currency).

Thank you, goodbye.

Goodbye!

Open the door!
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10. Departure Lounge

   Xiao Jingling must pay a departure tax before departing.

Chinese Pinyin
(for teacher reference only) English

NÓ h‚o!

Du‰shao qi·n?

YÏ w„n rÈnmÌnbÔ.

GÍi nÓ li‚ng ku„i t„ik‰ngbÔ.

XiÎxie!

Hello!

How much is it?

10,000 RMB.

Here's 2 spacoes.

Thank you!
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